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1 Introduction

An emerging application of human computation concerns that all too human of activities – planning. At first glance, crowdsourced planning applications appear to have very little to do with existing automated planning methods, since they seem to depend solely on human planners. However, a deeper look at these applications shows that most of them use primitive automated components in order to enforce checks and constraints which are traditionally not the strong-suit of human workers – herding the proverbial sheep, in a manner of speaking. More importantly, experiments show that even these primitive automated components go a long way towards improving plan quality (Zhang et al. 2012), for little to no investment in terms of cost and time. While these primitive components can and should be replaced by more sophisticated automated planning techniques, adapting such technology presents several challenges. We present a general architecture that foregrounds the potential roles of an automated planner in crowd-planning, and discuss the challenges in realizing them.

2 Planning for Crowdsourced Planning

The crowdsourced planning problem involves returning a plan as a solution to a task, usually specified by a user or requester. The requester provides a high-level description of the task – most often in natural language – which is then forwarded to the crowd, or workers. The workers can perform various roles, including breaking down the high-level task description into more formal and achievable sub-goals (Law and Zhang 2011), adding actions into the plan that support those sub-goals (Zhang et al. 2012), or propose further refinements to the task. These refinements can in turn be approved or rejected by the requester, if they choose to remain part of the loop. The planner is the automated component of the system, and it performs various tasks ranging from constraint checking, to optimization and scheduling, and plan recognition. The entire planning process must itself be iterative, proceeding in several rounds which serve to refine the goals, preferences and constraints further until a plan satisfactory to the requester is found.

3 Challenges for Automated Planning

As shown in Figure 1, a planner (automated system) would interact with the rest of the system to facilitate one of two main tasks: (i) interpretation; and (ii) steering. These tasks define the planner’s role in the entire process. Interpretation is required for the planner to inform itself about what the crowd is currently doing; steering is required to tell the crowd what they should be doing. The planner also needs to enable efficient collaboration amongst the crowd.

3.1 Interpretation of the Crowd’s Evolving Plan

The planner must interpret the information that comes from the requester and from the crowd workers in order to act on
it. There are two ways in which the planner can ensure that it is able to understand that information:

**Force Structure:** The system can enforce a predetermined structure on the input from both the requester, and the crowd; an example of this is manifested in the Mobi (Zhang et al. 2012) system. The structure can be seen as part of the planner’s model, since the planner has a clear idea about the kind of information that can be expected through specific channels. For example, in a travel-planning application, the requester can be asked to make selections from a fixed form, instead of being allowed to enter free-form text.

**Extract Structure:** The planner can also extract structure from text that is produced by the workers while collaborating (Kim, Chacha, and Shah 2013), in order to determine the current state of the crowd-planning process. The specific extraction method used may vary from methods that extract from plain text and impose structure (Ling and Weld 2010), to plan extraction which tries to obtain a structured plan from unstructured text (Addis and Borrajo 2011). Although this problem has connections to plan recognition (Zhuo, Yang, and Kambhampati 2012), it is significantly harder as plans need to be recognized not from actions, but rather textual descriptions.

### 3.2 Steering the Crowd’s Plan

After determining what is going on in the planning process, the planner must then earn its due by offering helpful suggestions, alerts and perhaps even its own plan. There are various kinds of possible feedback:

**Problem Identification:** Even with a very simple model, the planner can be used as a basic automated constraint and arithmetic checker. For example, if the only thing known as part of the planner’s model is the objective of minimizing the number of questions that the crowd has to answer (Lotosh, Milo, and Novgorodov 2013), then the automated planner is restricted to just enforcing that constraint.

**Constructive Critiques:** Once the planner has some knowledge about the workers’ proposed plan, it can try to actively help the creation and refinement of that plan by offering suggestions. These suggestions can vary depending on the depth of the planner’s model – from simple notifications of constraint violations, as outlined previously; through suggestions on the order of actions in the plan and even what actions must be present; and on to highlighting certain plans or actions over others because they satisfy the requester’s stated preferences or constraints better.

**Model Evolution:** Given that the crowd’s plan may be realized as free-form text which could contain actions and keywords that are not present in the planner’s model, the planner may also ask the crowd workers to: (i) “explain” the role of those actions with respect to subsequent actions; or (ii) confirm the applicability of those unknown actions with respect to preceding actions. Such alerts can eventually also help the planner update its model.

**Preference Handling & Elicitation:** Approaches can range from already implemented methods, like generating a diverse set of plans for the crowd or the requester to pick from (Nguyen et al. 2012) (implicit preference elicitation), to making the crowd explicitly enumerate the preferences that the requester might hold.

**Scheduling & Optimization:** In certain cases, the actions produced by the crowd still need to be scheduled to create a plan. The automated system can be used to perform this scheduling – when the model is detailed enough, the system can even be used to perform optimization to produce the best plan from the suggestions mooted by the crowd.

### 4 Summary & Conclusion

In this paper, we took a first step towards investigating the opportunities and challenges for automated planning technology in crowdsourced planning scenarios. We identified two important challenges in adapting such technology: interpreting the requester inputs as well as human worker plans; and steering the plan generation process in the presence of incompleteness of requester preferences as well as the planner domain model. We discussed several ways in which these challenges can be tackled, and also characterized the specific (if primitive) choices made by existing crowdsourced planning systems in handling these. In the extended version (available at http://arxiv.org/abs/1307.7720), we show that existing crowd-planning systems can be understood and analyzed in terms of how they solve the two challenges. We hope that this work will spur directed research on the challenges identified.
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